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About This Game

Cosmo's Cosmic Adventure is an exciting journey across a forbidden planet full of dangers and surprises. Can he save his
parents before they're lightly seasoned and devoured?

Cosmo is a lovable extra-terrestrial with a special ability: He has hands that work like suction cups! He can cling to walls, ledges,
and all sorts of things. Using his suction hands, Cosmo is able to avoid dangers, scale cliffs and get to places other aliens can't

reach.

Features

Creature Closet: Over 20 unique and surprising creatures.

Superstar: Cosmo has many tricks, such as scaling walls with his suction hands.

Size and Simplicity: Massive but easy-to-explore levels.

Save Your Game: Game saves, built-in hints, and much, much more.

Controller Support: Partial Xbox 360 Controller support.
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Developer:
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Publisher:
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well its a game. This game isnt what I expected, but it may be suitable for someone else

I purchased the game and got 6 friends loaded onto the map and the controllers worked really well

To me the game play and graphics are too busy for the multiplayer experience I was expecting, especially for new players

1. Gameplay, the whole point of the game is single button, I understand that,
however with multiple players who have never played before, the controls were not that intuitive - moving around with 1 button
instead of traditional controls - which meant there was not really any element of skill, it was just who could fire the most.

2. Graphics, Im not sure if its by design, but the game had huge flashing colours covering the map, which was both disorienting
and confusing.

I would be interested in trying out the game if there was possibly an addition of accelerator added (the joysticks already work
for turning) because the 8 player addition is something that most other games dont have and was interested in this game initially
for. I'll just post my reviews for Avernum I-III here:
I was first introduced to Jeff's games nearly 25 years ago as a shareware version of Exile. I am truely impressed with all of the
contributions this series has added on top of what is expected from a D&D-esque dungeon crawler. The characters are fleshed
out, the missions are intersting, and there's a real sense of contributing to a changing adventurer's world. A favourite of mine
that I have absoluetely stolen in my RPG campaings are the friendly, talking spiders...true genious.. This game does nothing
except crash and freeze my computer, just the same as another game from this series. I highly suggest you give it a miss..
Excellent graphic.
But it's not fluent.
Not commend for old machine like mine.
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The performance of the game is horrific. Screen tearing\/shaking. It was barely playable. The AI is more random than anything,
at least with the dune buggies, and the mechanics all felt off. Super cheap, but still not worth it. Maybe with some more polish,
it might be worth trying out.. HI-SPEED LAZOR DUBSTEP ZUMA.

This might just be the best causal game I've ever played. The bullet-time and the NEARLY CONSTANT powerups make this
game a total blast to play.

The sound effects also evoke the distinct feel of playing in an 80s pinball arcade.. i cant play it at all. I expected this to be a
better game, but I was disappointed. 4/10. It's a shame when a game comes out that's 100% your aesthetic but does everything
wrong. First off, you can't customize your controls. Yeah, that may or may not be a dealbreaker from some but it's just the tip of
the iceburg when you get deeper into the game.

You start off with a few spells and quickly realize how underpowered you are after the first two or three real fights. You might
start thinking "Okay, so I'll get stronger after I level up or get some more spells, right?" Joke's on you. The game gets
significantly harder with artificial difficulty and you get stuck running from overpowered and overly aggresive enemies that
could really use some hit stun at the very least. All the while, the real enemy is the controls.

If you somehow manage to soldier on, you get treated to a very specific stretch of battles that completely test your nerves and
sanity. These fights would probably be easier if you could remap your keys... but nope, you got to play the way the developers
wanted. Or until they honor their "promise" of adding customization. But it's been over a year. I used to check every once in a
while to see if they delivered. Going on over a year, it's pretty obvious this game has all been abandoned.

Lesson learned, Beutifun will never get another dollar from me.. THE GREATEST GAME OF ALL TIME.. nice game :)
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